AIAA SPACE Forum investigate the plasma and magnetic structure of the Martian ionosphere, including transient plasma structures, magnetic field structure and dynamics, and energetic particle activity. The transit plan calls for a piggy back ride on a major mission using a solar electric propulsion burn for Mars Orbit Insertion (MOI), the first demonstration of CubeSat propulsion for interplanetary travel. MarsCAT will make correlated multipoint studies of the ionosphere and magnetic field of Mars. Specifically, the several spacecraft will make in situ observations of the plasma density, temperature, and convection in the ionosphere of Mars. Multipoint observations are crucial requirements for attaining all the major science goals. They will also make total electron content measurements along the line of sight between the various spacecraft and simultaneous 3-axis local magnetic field measurements in several locations. Additionally, MarsCAT will demonstrate the performance of new CubeSat telemetry antennas designed at the University of Houston that are designed to be low profile, rugged, and with a higher gain than conventional monopole (whip) antennas. The MarsCAT CubeSats will have five science instruments: a 3-axis DC magnetometer, a double-Langmuir probe, a Thermal Ion Analyzer, a solid state energetic particle detector, and interspacecraft total electron content radio occulation experiment. The MarsCAT spacecraft will be solar powered and equipped with an RFT thruster that can provide up to 4.8 km/s of Δv, which is sufficient to achieve Mars orbit using a major mission piggyback. They have an active attitude control system, using a sun sensor and flight-proven star tracker for attitude determination, and momentum wheels for 3-axis attitude control.
understand the geological history of the surface of Mars. By contrast, the latest US orbiter, MAVEN, is the first probe designed to study the Mars' ionosphere 1, 2, 3 . The MarsCAT mission proposed here will also study the Martian ionosphere as a cohesive multipoint mission. We have proposed the MarsCAT mission to address a set of exciting and important scientific questions that align with and even lie beyond the scope of the MAVEN.
II. Science Objectives and Rationale
Many missions to Mars have helped to show the rich and ever-changing nature of the plasma environment around Mars. Together, the absence of a strong global-scale field and the presence of localized regions of crustal magnetization ensure that the magnetosphere and ionosphere of Mars display unique behavior not seen anywhere else in the solar system. The need to determine how the ionosphere varies on small spatial and temporal scales motivates the three major science goals of this proposal.
 How does the ionosphere respond to solar wind dynamics?  What small scale structures exist in the lower ionosphere of Mars?  How is the ionosphere on the nightside maintained?
Discoveries by the recently arrived MAVEN mission 4, 5 have emphasized the dynamic and complex nature of the Martian ionosphere 6 . Figure 1 , which shows vertical profiles of electron and ion densities and magnetic field from three closely--spaced orbits from the MAVEN mission. It is clear that large changes in ionospheric conditions occur on time scales much shorter than the ~5 hour orbital period. Understanding the complex interaction of the Mars space environment with the solar wind and with the crustal field of the planet requires high cadence observations. Given the ever--increasing pace and sophistication of exploration activity at Mars, it is important to establish the extent to which the ionosphere will impact navigation and communications. That requires knowledge of how the ionosphere varies over small spatial and temporal scales that no mission has yet provided. The MarsCAT mission will acquire multipoint measurements from a constellation of CubeSats that will determine this operational risk and answer significant scientific questions about how the unique magnetic fields of Mars affect the planet's surrounding plasma environment.
A. How does the ionosphere respond to solar wind dynamics?
On the dayside, the lower ionosphere, which encompasses the main ionosphere peak and contains >80% of the plasma, is well-described by simple photochemical theory 7 . It is only above ~180 km that plasma transport becomes a significant process. Here plasma densities are elevated above those expected from photochemical processes alone. Above ~300 km, ionospheric densities are remarkably uniform with altitude (Fig 1a) . There is often no ionopause, or sharp upper boundary at which plasma densities abruptly decrease 8 . Instead, the shocked solar wind inside the bow shock frequently compresses the dayside ionosphere significantly (Fig 1b) . In this example, the shocked solar wind penetrated to ~350 km altitude as indicated by the cutoff of the N e data and the heaviest ions (O 2 +, CO 2 +) are eroded away down to altitudes as low as 300 km. Such changes occur rapidly, as the bulk of the upper ionosphere departs and returns (Fig 1c) in less than MAVEN's five hour orbital period. The single-point measurements of MAVEN preclude robust separation of temporal and spatial effects. MarsCAT will be able to determine whether such dramatic changes in the upper ionosphere occur over the entire ionosphere on short timescales or in localized regions with potentially longer timescales. Given the complex topology of the draped solar wind magnetic field interacting with localized crustal fields 9 , variations on small spatial scales are a viable possibility. MarsCAT will measure local electron density at each spacecraft and also the integrated line-of-sight electron density between each spacecraft. The combination of these measurements will be very useful for identifying spatial variations in the ionosphere.
B. What small-scale structures exist in the lower ionosphere of Mars?
MAVEN and pre-MAVEN observations have shown that small-scale variations in plasma density are common in the ionosphere of Mars 10 . At Earth, such fluctuations degrade the effectiveness of radio navigation and communications systems. The corresponding effects at Mars are uncertain due to inability in current observations to distinguish spatial and temporal variations. The MarsCAT constellation of spacecraft will provide the observations needed to assess the impact of Mars plasma fluctuations on radio nav/comm systems.
The MAVEN mission has demonstrated that Rayleigh Taylor (RT) instability 11 can grow at Mars. Observations below 200 km suggest this instability mainly occurs at dawn and dusk but potentially also at noon 10 . The dayside density profile of Figure 1a has higher density at 350 km than at 300 km suggesting if this is RT unstable then plasma bubbles can be created here.
C. How is the ionosphere on the night side maintained?
Without ionization from sunlight, densities in the nightside ionosphere might be expected to decrease rapidly 12, 13, 14 . Yet significant densities have been observed on the deep nightside. Idealized modeling suggests that constant electron precipitation associated with field-aligned currents (FAC) could maintain the observed nightside densities. However, fluxes of precipitating electrons, which produce aurora, are neither constant nor uniform. It remains unclear whether temporally and spatially varying fluxes of precipitating electrons can maintain the nightside ionosphere 15 . FAC are often observed on the outer edges of crustal field regions where the field geometry has a boundary between closed and open regions. Density variations of a factor of 6 have been observed over a distance of 4 km, which indicates there is small-scale structure in the ionosphere.
The night ionosphere observations by MarsCAT will allow a better understanding of FAC and the source to the night side ionosphere. MarsCAT will be able to evaluate how important crustal fields are for FAC that can create aurora 16 .
III. Mission Concept
The preliminary mission concept envisions that the MarsCAT mission will address these challenges by placing two or more identical CubeSats into orbit around Mars. Each CubeSat will carry a magnetometer to measure the magnetic field, a plasma analyzer to measure the thermal ion density, ion temperature and ion velocity, and a Langmuir probe to measure electron density and temperature. Radio equipment to remotely measure electron densities between two spacecraft will also be evaluated.
The greatest leverage for such an opportunity lies in the ability to host such a mission as a secondary payload to a major mission. If possible, having the host mission provide the Mars orbit insertion (MOI) will greatly increase science options. However, each spacecraft will carry a Phase Four RF Thruster (RFT) that will be evaluated to provide autonomous capture and insertion capabilities. Each satellite will have a 3-axis attitude determination and control system capable of attitude solutions in interplanetary space and near Mars, and an embedded radio navigation system utilizing the navigation capabilities of the Mars Relay's CCSDS protocol. Thus a full capability to establish a stable orbit with periapis below 180 km with an inclination near 60° will be developed.
This concept study will include the trades between available propulsion, mission lifetime, orbit eccentricity, orbit periapsis, and station keeping. This study will evaluate the impact of orbit choice on our investigation of the solar wind response, ionospheric structure, and the impact of crustal fields. All of these topics can be investigated with different levels of clarity depending on altitude.
For example, solar wind response studies require an eccentric orbit to be in the solar wind at apoapsis. At the same time, peak ionospheric density lies near 150 km, the crustal fields fall off rapidly with altitude, and instability driven plasma transport has been observed by MAVEN below 200 km ( Figure 2 ). These issues suggest that periapsis should be at or below 180 km for some period of time, in order to take data in this critical region.
The study will also include the trades between the available carry mass, ability to resolve space and time variations or at least recognize them, and maximizing science return from the Total Electron Content (TEC) system. For example, variation disambiguation is easiest if one places two or more platforms in a string-of-pearls configuration, whereas the TEC system may perform better if we have two platforms flying at the same altitude in non-coplanar but otherwise identical orbits. Crustal field observations are optimized by having periapsis at ~60° S, since that is where the strongest crustal fields are located. The RFT reaction mass budget may allow for up to ~4 km s -1 of Δv, which means the concept study will be able to plan a sequence of orbital configurations designed to study separate questions at different times during the mission. A possible configuration is shown in Figure 3 . This figure shows four platforms, two each in a pair of string-of-pearls orbits that are separated by 15° in Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN). The spacecraft will have elliptical orbits with periapsis at or below 180 km and apoapsis at 7000 km such that they sample the solar wind, magnetosphere, and ionosphere. As the first ever constellation mission at Mars, precise station keeping is not required to accomplish the mission goals.
Each satellite is anticipated to be an equivalent 6-U Cubesat structure compatible with the system deployers that may be carried by the host mission.
The greatest leverage for such an opportunity lies in the ability to host such a mission as a secondary payload to a major mission. If possible, having the host mission provide the Mars orbit insertion (MOI) will greatly increase science options. However, each spacecraft will carry a Radio Frequency Thruster (RFT) that will be evaluated to provide autonomous capture and insertion capabilities. Each satellite will have a 3-axis attitude determination and control system capable of attitude solutions in interplanetary space and near Mars, and an embedded radio navigation system utilizing the navigation capabilities of the Mars Relay's CCSDS protocol. Thus a full capability to establish a stable orbit with periapis below 180 km with an inclination near 60° will be developed. 
IV. Additional Science Goals
The MarsCAT mission consists of several 6U CubeSats placed in Mars orbit. It is equipped with magnetometers, thermal ion analyzer, double-Langmuir probes, and an interspacecraft total electron content radio occulation experiment. Together these will measure the magnetic fields, particle density, charge, velocity, and temperature across a range of energies and enable us to achieve the following more detailed goals:
 How does the Ionosphere respond to solar wind dynamics  What small scale structures exist in the lower ionosphere of Mars  What processes are responsible for the maintenance of the night time ionosphere  Quantify the role of residual magnetism upon the structure and dynamics of the Martian ionosphere  Separate spatial from temporal effects to understand the dynamics of mini-magnetospheres in the Martian system  Quantify the physics of reconnection in the weak magnetic field environment of mini-magnetospheres  Determine the role of plasma disturbances such as flux ropes and Kelvin-Helmholtz waves in the solar windMartian interaction. Most exploration of the Martian ionosphere has taken the form of electron density measurements made by either the radio occultation technique 17, 18 , or vertical profiles made by topside sounding 19, 20 . The retarding potential analysers (RPAs) on the Viking landers have provided the only ion composition, ion temperature and electron temperature data available 21 . Developing an understanding of Mars' aeronomy is a necessary and important part of unravelling the history of the Martian climate 3 . MAVEN, the first aeronomy mission to Mars, is the first spacecraft to provide simultaneous electron density and temperature, ion density, composition and temperature, and magnetic field data. However, a single mission will not be able to provide sufficient data to answer all open questions about Martian aeronomy. In particular, a single spacecraft cannot separate spatial from temporal variations, nor can it study extended structures in two dimensions. Finally, the primary MAVEN mission is one year, and the most optimistic extended mission scenario lasts 9 years. MarsCAT would arrive sometime after 2021 depending on ride. The timing of arrival might provide data that augments or, more likely, extends observations that are aligned with MAVEN's mission objectives. MarsCAT will address two of the four top Martian aeronomy goals identified in the aeronomy white paper submitted to the recent Decadal Survey . It is important to note that full attainment of all our goals requires multipoint observations.
A. Determine the cause of the density anomalies seen in the Martian ionosphere.
The overall lack of existing data on the Mars ionosphere have precluded development of such basic data/modelling products as maps of the ionosphere. Models predict that the Mars ionosphere should be a simple photochemical Chapman layer 7 . Generally, the observed solar zenith angle dependence confirms this view. However, the limited existing data show anomalies. The ionosphere is not as uniform as expected. There is an enhancement at 90° E longitude 22 . The density data exhibit a much larger variance than the models predict 23, 24 . Possible explanations include the presence of transport processes, variations in the underlying neutral density and plasma wave processes. More density data are required to enable us to explore the parameter space of possible sources of this variance. The initial phase of the MarsCAT mission will include global mapping observations of electron density made by several spacecraft in nearly circular low Mars orbit. The ability of the MarsCAT spacecraft to work together to measure the total electron content between them will extend and accelerate the mapping process.
B. Quantify the energy balance of the Mars ionosphere
C. Determine the response of the ionospheric plasma temperature to solar activity and the solar cycle Goals 2 and 3 are closely related. The historical data record contains just two single profile temperature measurements of the Martian ionospheric plasma. MAVEN is beginning the task of rectifying this deficiency. MarsCAT will expand this effort, adding many months of data taking to the effort. The mission will map the temperatures globally at altitudes of 180-5000 km for the entire primary mission. The mission will use "formation flying" in which the several MarsCAT spacecraft will be in elliptical orbits with periareion at 200 km at midlatitudes in the Southern hemisphere and apoareion at or above 7000 km. The orbital planes will be separated by a few degrees in RAAN. Using these approaches, we will make both global maps of plasma properties at low altitude and altitude profiles featuring the region of the ionosphere where the most structure is expected.
Ionospheric energy and temperatures are driven by solar EUV radiation input. Our investigation will include correlation studies of the response of the plasma temperatures to solar activity as well as validation studies of ionospheric energy balance models. MarsCAT will provide a unique opportunity to examine the ionospheric energy balance by comparing predicted to observed temperatures and using measured temperature gradients to estimate heat flow. The spaceflight campaign will be conducted in conjunction with a modelling effort that explores the effect of both the solar wind and neutral atmosphere dynamics on the energy balance of the ionosphere.
D. Quantify the role of residual magnetism upon the structure and dynamics of the Martian ionosphere
Mars Global Surveyor (operating 1997-2006) measured and mapped the vector magnetic field locally at its operating altitude of 378 km with two 3-axis fluxgate magnetometers 25 . In addition, the MGS used an electron reflectometry technique to infer the total magnetic intensity at ~170 km altitude 9 . These data show regions of peak magnetic intensity near 180° E longitude in the Southern hemisphere. The MarsCAT mission plan will include intervals with periareion at or below 200 km in this area. The 3-axis MarsCAT magnetometers will enable us to make a vector map of the magnetic field in the high intensity regions. These maps will substantially improve our understanding of the effect these regions have on the structure and dynamics of the ionosphere.
E. Separate spatial from temporal effects to understand the dynamics of mini-magnetospheres in the Martian system
The complex crustal fields observed by MGS have high field regions where the field is so strong that closed "mini-magnetospheres" can form 14 . These regions must have some closed field lines. It has been speculated that the outermost field lines can reconnect to the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) and be opened. Lower altitude (~200km) vector measurements by MarsCAT will be used to investigate the validity of this speculation. The plasma in these mini-magnetosphere regions should have different dynamics and thermal balance than the surrounding regions. MarsCAT will study the plasma thermal balance and dynamics in these regions by observing electron and ion temperatures, electron density, and ion flow velocity. This goal cannot be achieved at all without simultaneous multipoint measurements.
MarsCAT will also investigate the magnetosheath density variations predicted by multifluid models in the presence of mini-magnetospheres 26, 27, 28 . According to these models, mini-magnetospheres enhance flank sheath densities by factor of 2. The exception is when draped magnetosheath magnetic fields lie antiparallel to the minimagnetosphere magnetic fields. At these times, reconnection may occur, and create magnetosheath density voids in the regions downstream from the mini-magnetospheres.
The presence of mini-magnetospheres and reconnection may also account for observations interpreted as indicating that the altitude of the pile-up boundary rises for eastward IMF orientations but falls for southwest IMF orientations when the subsolar latitude lies in the northern hemisphere 29 .
F. Quantify the physics of reconnection in the weak magnetic field environment of mini-magnetospheres
The fact that Mars may have "mini-magnetosphere" regions with associated reconnection raises an interesting possibility. One might look for parallel currents, plasma heating and out flows, particle acceleration and even substorms. This question lies in the realm of a fascinating opportunity for exploratory science. The plasma wave spectrum within the Mars ionosphere is largely unknown, though MAVEN's preliminary survey is ongoing 30 . It is clear that a single mission survey will barely begin to catalog and understand either the large scale disturbances or the plasma wave spectrum of the Mars ionosphere. Transient events are common in the vicinity of the ionopause. Their significance in removing the planetary atmosphere 31, 32 depends upon their dimensions, motion, and occurrence rates as a function of solar wind conditions, aspects more readily determined from several-point measurements than from the single point measurements of past missions.
Plasma blobs 20, 33 and magnetic flux ropes 34 observed in the vicinity of the ionopause have been interpreted in terms of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 35 , curvature forces pulling field lines into the ionosphere 36 , and magnetic reconnection, whether between sheared magnetosheath magnetic fields or between sheared magnetosheath 37 and mini-magnetosphere magnetic fields 38, 39, 40 . Several point measurements will enable to simultaneously monitor the input or boundary conditions for the instabilities that generate these structures and the resulting outflow, e.g., to test for the predicted effects of density gradients 41 and magnetosheath magnetic field orientations. They will allow us to gauge event dimensions and determine event velocities by timing methods. Minimum variance algorithms applied to the magnetic field measurements will permit determination of boundary orientations 42 . Particle observations within the structures will aid in the determination of magnetic topologies.
In particular, we will use MarsCAT observations to test the criteria governing the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability when wavelike structures are observed, and the likelihood of reconnection when flux ropes are observed. We will seek evidence for the giant plasma flow vortices reported by [45] . Finally, we will test the prediction that the occurrence of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is favored in the hemisphere with the outward pointing magnetosheath convection electric field 46 . MarsCAT will make wave observations with the magnetometers, and with the plasma instruments. When the plasma instruments are sweeping, the sweep rate will set the upper frequency limit of the observations. Higher frequency modes will be observed by setting the Langmuir probe and Thermal Ion Analyzer to fixed bias and measuring current collection. The goal is another that cannot be attained without the multipoint observations of MarsCAT.
H. Boundary Interactions
Previous observations 23 suggest that the structure of Mars ionosphere cannot be explained by a photochemically formed layer. The interactions between the ionosphere and lower neutral atmosphere probably play important roles in shaping the Mars ionosphere. In addition, solar variations influence Mars ionosphere by modifying the ionospheric energy budget. The proposed global observations of Mars ionosphere by MarsCAT will help us further characterize Mars ionosphere. The modeling effort of three-dimensional (3-D) simulations will help us understand the physics behind the 3-D structure of Mars ionosphere. In addition, newly-developed 3-D simulations of Mars ionosphere that involve the lower neutral atmosphere can investigate the influence of solar activity and atmospheric dynamics (e.g., interaction with the natural atmosphere waves, diffusion, transport) on Mars ionosphere.
Therefore, we propose to include comparative studies between measurements and numerical simulations to further advance understanding of Mars ionosphere. These comparative studies will benefit both the observation and model communities. First, the proposed global measurements will help validate and improve numerical models. Second, the full physics and dynamics in the numerical models will help interpret the observations. To be consistent with the proposed global mapping observations, we will use time-dependent 3-D models to simulate Mars ionosphere and its spatio-temporal structures as described in the implementation section.
V. Measurements to be Taken
The anticipated mission will place a premium on reliability in a compact and robust configuration. It will therefore utilize existing technologies wherever possible and refine those technologies when required to achieve the mission goals. Instrument choices need to be reviewed carefully. We will also need to determine the cadence and accuracy of the measurements required, electrostatic cleanliness and stability, magnetic cleanliness, fields of view, IRIS/TEC interoperation, CubeSat accommodations, EMI/EMC spacecraft requirements, instruments' compatibility with each other, operations profiles, atomic oxygen (AO) sensitivity, etc. The impact of AO on exposed surface work functions and plasma instrument data is of concern.
The several MarsCAT spacecraft will have identical instrumentation. They carry an induction Magnetometer (iMAGS) to measure the DC and ULF magnetic wave field (provided by UM), a Thermal Ion Analyzer Analyzer to measure the electron and ion density, temperature and flow velocity (provided by UM), double-Langmuir Probes (LP) to measure the cold electron plasma density (provided by UH) and two Medipix radiation detectors, each with dual orthogonal sensor assemblies to measure the charged particle radiation field and characterize the X-ray bremsstrahlung from below (provide by UH). In addition to these instruments, MarsCAT carries a dual frequency radio package to provide total electron content information between the several spacecraft (provided by UM). Both satellites make continuous measurements and return data at various temporal resolutions, although the primary data cadence is 1 second. The quality, temporal resolution and quantity of data from each instrument is given in Table 1 .
A. Data to be returned
The Instrument DPU combines and packetizes the data from the different instruments on board the MarsCAT spacecraft, as shown in Table 1 . These data, along with other instrument housekeeping and state of health data are then passed to the spacecraft telemetry system.
B. Expected Results

Cause of density anomalies in the Martian ionosphere
The structure and variability of the Martian ionosphere can only be well determined with simultaneous in situ and remotely sensed observations at different altitudes. MarsCAT will test current models for the Martian Ionosphere. Specifically, the MarsCAT pair will provide the location of the Martian ionopause with concurrent solar n/a n/a n/a n/a Mag Field Range (nT) 0-10,000 n/a n/a n/a n/a The two most likely causes of the observed density anomalies are variations in the neutral atmosphere source and plasma transport. The Thermal Ion Analyzers on both MarsCAT CubeSats will provide the high resolution plasma densities needed to quantify the anomalies, while MarsCAT velocity measurements and density profiles will enable us to assess the role of transport. As described below, modeling will be used to estimate possible changes in background neutral density.
The ~1/16 s cadence of the MarsCAT magnetometer suffices to resolve the structure Martian ionopause [e.g., 31], while the ~1 s cadences of all the other instruments suffices to resolve the structure of the broader magnetic pile up region.
Quantify the energy balance of the Mars ionosphere
MarsCAT will measure the plasma density, ion and electron temperature, and ion flow velocity profiles at multiple locations in the Martian ionosphere. Other NASA spacecraft at Mars and elsewhere in the solar system will provide solar EUV flux data. If needed, Langmuir Probe photoemission currents can be used to assess the actual EUV flux at MarsCAT. MarsCAT and MAVEN (if still operating) observations will be used to estimate solar wind plasma and magnetic field forcing. Neutral wind input from the lower atmosphere will be estimated using the models discussed below. These data and model inputs represent a nearly complete assessment of most of the terms in the fluid model energy equation. The balance or lack thereof in this equation will indicate if there are additional sources or sinks to be considered.
Determine the response of the ionospheric plasma temperature to solar activity and the solar cycle
By making continuous measurements of the thermal plasma populations in the Martian ionosphere over the lifetime of the mission for a broad range of altitudes, seasons, and solar activity levels, MarsCAT will determine the response of the Martian ionosphere to solar forcing.
Quantify the role of residual magnetism upon the structure and dynamics of the Martian ionosphere
MarsCAT will make simultaneous several point measurements of the vector magnetic field along with the density, temperature, and flow velocities within the Martian ionosphere at cadences greater than or equal to 1 s. We will use a combination of direct mapping and assimilative modeling to render and visualize the plasma structures and flow patterns in the vicinity of residual magnetic enhancements. In particular, the data will be examined for evidence of closed flow patterns and regions of temperature and density anomalies.
Separate spatial from temporal effects to understand the dynamics of mini-magnetospheres in the Martian
system The separation of spatial from temporal effects is one of the classic problems in experimental space physics. The solution is equally well known, simultaneous observations from multiple spacecraft. MarsCAT is a dual spacecraft mission. The spacecraft orbits have been chosen to provide many simultaneous nearby passes through the likely mini-magnetosphere regions in the Southern Hemisphere of Mars. Spatial structures will recur from orbit to orbit, whereas temporal variations do not. On the other hand, any fluctuations that are seen by both spacecraft in any of the plasma or field parameters are probably signatures of temporal variations. Per 43 [43] , as cited by 44 [44] , potential crustal reconnection regions cover about 7% of the Martian surface and extend upwards more than 1300 km. Consequently encounters will be relatively common. At 400 km, the maximum radial magnetic field strength associated with any crustal feature is on the order of 220 nT. By contrast, fields as large as 1600 nT have been observed at 100 km 7 . Both values lie comfortably within the range observable by the magnetometers on MarsCAT. Encounters have durations on the order of 5-20 min 45 [e.g., 45] and are therefore readily resolvable by all instruments.
Quantify the physics of reconnection in the weak magnetic field environment of mini-magnetospheres
Mini-magnetosphere reconnection events are expected to have two possible micro-scale signatures, parallel plasma flows moving at or near the Alfvén speed, and shock accelerated energetic electrons. The Thermal Ion Analyzer will detect high-speed plasma flow in the boundary layers of mini-magnetosphere regions. Reconnection may also result in the detachment of anti-sunward-moving flux ropes or blobs from mini-magnetospheres. MarsCAT will employ its several-point measurements to identify and track these anti-sunward-moving features.
Some of the energetic electron flux coming from reconnection acceleration processes will precipitate into the neutral atmosphere. This precipitation will, among other things, result in the emission of X-Ray bremsstrahlung. The Medipix radiation detectors have a detection threshold for all types of ionizing radiation including X-rays of about 3 KeV. These devices can determine the traversal axis of energetic charged particles and the actual direction for stopping particles such as incident electrons <500 KeV. Spectral information for X-Rays, as well as the directional information that can be determined by comparison of the relative fluxes seen by the 4 separate sensors, will enable the inference of locations of X-Rays due to It will be possible, therefore, to remotely sense energetic electron precipitation taking place 100's of km from the MarsCAT field lines. The X-Ray images delineate the footprints of the region in which reconnection is occurring. The X-Ray energy spectra can be used to infer the spectra of the precipitating electrons that caused the emissions, providing crucial information concerning reconnection.
An encounter with a magnetotail current sheet reconnection region similar to those expected at minimagnetospheres was reported by [47] and lasted some 30-60 s. The ~5 s time resolution of the MarsCAT plasma and magnetometer instruments will suffice to resolve these regions. Enhanced fluxes of electrons were seen at energies ranging from 10-120 eV. Reconnection is expected to generate outflows with velocities on the order of the Alfvén speed. Taking a mini-magnetosphere magnetic field strength of 40 nT and a magnetosheath density of ~5 cm -3 , outflows on the order of 400 km s -1 are expected, within the range of proton velocities observable by the Thermal Ion Analyzer.
Determine the role of plasma disturbances such as flux ropes and Kelvin-Helmholtz waves in the solar wind-
Martian interaction. Instabilities at the Martian ionopause can result in the occurrence of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves and flux ropes. Because they carry away the Martian ionosphere, both may play an important role in the interaction of the solar wind with Mars. The significance of each depends upon the occurrence rates and dimensions of the events they generate as a function of solar wind conditions. When widely separated, the several MarsCAT spacecraft can be used to monitor solar wind drivers and survey ionopause responses simultaneously. When closely-separated, the severalpoint measurements will be used to measure the boundary conditions needed to test instability criteria, observe the resulting outflow, and determine event velocities and dimensions. For example, they can be used to test the predicted effects of density gradients 43 and magnetosheath magnetic field orientations. Minimum variance algorithms applied to the magnetic field measurements will permit determination of boundary orientations 44 . Particle and plasma observations within the structures will aid in the determination of magnetic topologies.
In particular, we will use MarsCAT observations to test the criteria governing the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability when wavelike structures are observed, and the likelihood of reconnection when flux ropes are observed. We will seek evidence for the giant plasma flow vortices reported by 46 . Finally, we will test the prediction that the occurrence of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is favored in the hemisphere with the outward pointing magnetosheath convection electric field 47 . Event durations are on the order of 1 to several minutes 42 , consequently they will be readily resolved by MarsCAT instrumentation. MarsCAT will make wave observations with the magnetometers, and with the plasma instruments. When the plasma instruments are sweeping, the sweep rate will set the upper frequency limit of the observations. Higher frequency modes will be observed by setting the double-Langmuir probe and Thermal Ion Analyzer to fixed bias and measuring current collection.
Understand the causes of the infrequent Martian aurora
The recent results from MAVEN have confirmed the occurrence of Martian aurora 17 . Nonetheless, this science objective is an exploratory, relatively high risk goal and is part of the Science Enhancement Opportunity options. As described above, the Medipix radiation detectors have a detection threshold for all types of ionizing radiation including X-rays of about 3 keV. The combination of 4 separately oriented sensors will allow inference of the arrival direction of incoming X-Rays, which in turn will enable the localization of bremsstrahlung emissions from the underlying ionosphere. It should thus be possible to remote sense energetic electron precipitation taking place 100's of km from the MarsCAT field lines. The X-Ray energy spectra can then be used to infer the spectra of the precipitating electrons that caused the emissions.
C. Science Products and Data
The MarsCAT instruments provide a variety of data products to be used for scientific analysis. The MarsCAT team includes co-investigators who use the data for both case study and statistical analysis of the controlling factors for ionosphere, ionopause and mini-magnetosphere variability; ingest into models of the Martian atmosphere; and for testing theories of wave-induced particle acceleration and loss. The results of these studies will be presented at scientific meetings and published in the peer-reviewed scientific literature.
Modeling the Lower Boundary
Three-dimensional simulation of Mars' ionosphere is a rapidly evolving research area 48, 49 . As part of the MarsCAT effort, we will couple a photochemistry model with a general circulation model (GCM) to conduct 3-D simulations of the Martian ionosphere. For the photochemistry model, we will use the Caltech/JPL multidimensional model (KINETICS), that was built to answer fundamental questions concerning the chemical composition and dynamical processes responsible for the photochemistry and the transport/mixing of chemical species in planetary atmospheres [e.g. 17, 50, 51, 52, 53 ]. The Caltech/JPL KINETICS model is generally run in onedimensional (1-D) 41 and several-dimensional (2-D) modes 42, 54 to save computer power and time. However, the model has the structure to run 3-D simulations. For 3-D simulations, the model needs dynamic output from a GCM simulation. Therefore, dynamic variables (e.g., winds and mixing coefficients) from the GCM simulation will be used to drive the 3-D photochemistry model.
The planetWRF Mars GCM 55, 56 will be used in the coupling. PlanetWRF is a flexible planetary atmospheric numerical model which has the ability to simulate the atmospheric dynamics of different planets at multiple scales. This model, which is an enhancement and generalization of the terrestrial Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), has been converted for use on Mars by the addition of Mars-specific parameterizations, such as radiation, orbital mechanics, and a CO 2 sublimation cycle.
Coupling between the Caltech/JPL KINETICS model and the planetWRF model will make it possible to simulate the time-independent 3-D structure of Mars ionosphere, investigate the roles of solar activities in reshaping Mars ionosphere, and explore the interaction between Mars ionosphere and the lower neutral atmosphere. Comparative study of the 3-D simulation results and the proposed global observations from this mission will further advance our understanding of Mars ionosphere. In particular, the coupled models will be used to study the possible roles of atmospheric dynamics in the variable, structured, electron density in Mars ionosphere revealed by the observations from the Mars Global Surveyor 11 .
Ionopause studies
Ion pickup may be a major loss process for the Martian atmosphere. Pickup occurs when and where charges solar wind ions encounter neutral exospheric atoms. Because the density of neutral atoms falls off rapidly with distance from the planet, ion pickup increases greatly when the ionopause moves inward toward the planet. Determining the location, structure, and motion of the ionopause is consequently an important task, and one that is greatly facilitated by the presence of several identically-equipped spacecraft.
According to [30] , the ionopause transition between plasmas and magnetic fields of solar wind versus planetary origin generally occurs some 300 to 600 km above the surface of the planet and can be either gradual or sharp (for reasons that remain unknown). Several-point MarsCAT plasma and magnetic field measurements will be used to map the locations of the ionopause. When the spacecraft are nearby, the several point measurements can be used to determine ionopause velocities and (assuming simple radial advection) the fine structure of this boundary. For example, there is evidence indicating lumpy or permeable structures near radial crustal remnant magnetic fields 18 . The simple advection hypothesis can be tested by checking whether both spacecraft observe corresponding structures.
Increases in the solar wind dynamic pressure may 18, 57, 58 or may not 59 move the magnetic pile-up and photoelectron boundaries at the ionopause towards the planet. The presence of hot flow anomalies upstream from the planet may create transient enhancements and decreases in the pressure applied to the ionopause, resulting in large amplitude motion [e.g. 60 ]. When interspacecraft separation distances between the spacecraft are large, one will be used to monitor incoming magnetosheath conditions and the other to determine the location, motion, and structure of the ionopause as a function of these conditions. We will test whether 18 or not 31, 61 the boundary moves significantly in response to variations in solar EUV. We will inspect the evidence indicating that crustal magnetic fields corresponding to mini-magnetospheres raise the altitude of the magnetic pileup boundary (i.e., ionopause) 27 or even replace it, as predicted by simulations 15, 16 . With appropriate models for charge exchange and the exosphere, we will then determine atmospheric loss rates as a function of solar wind conditions, e.g. during the space weather storms when it is expected to increase 62, 63 , solar EUV, and in the presence of crustal structures.
D. Data Analysis Plan
The MarsCAT data management plan integrates the in situ plasma and magnetometer measurements and the remote sensing radio observations -from both spacecraft -into a single coherent web-based database that provides not only quick-look plotting but also detailed analysis capabilities directly over the Internet. This data management model allows scientists from both within the MarsCAT team and from the broader Mars scientific community access to all the high-resolution data. We will use the THEMIS Space Physics Environment Data Analysis Software (http://themis.igpp.ucla.edu/software.shtml), which is written in IDL. The web interface is customizable allowing for quick look plots of specific intervals from specific instruments and spacecraft, analysis of correlation between different spacecraft measurements, and the ability to download the data in various formats. The open data architecture and innovative integrated database allows for the maximum scientific return by providing meaningful access to the data to the entire solar-terrestrial physics community. It is being used by a variety of NASA missions.
VI. Mission Implementation
A. Mission Objectives
The primary objectives of the MarsCAT mission are as follows: 1) Explore the interaction between Mars' atmosphere and the solar wind as defined by the MarsCAT science goals.
2) Demonstrate CubeSat interplanetary exploration enabled by the CubeSat Ambipolar Thruster (CAT).
3) Support, augment, and possibly extend the mission objectives of NASA's MAVEN.
The following sections discuss the feasibility of meeting these objectives.
B. Concept of Operations
MarsCAT consists of several identical 6U CubeSat spacecraft compliant with applicable Cal Poly CubeSat and Poly Picosat Orbital Deployer (PPOD) standards 64 , and with the paper An Advanced Standard for CubeSats, 65 , related to 6U and larger CubeSats, and with NASA SMD Guidelines For Heliophysics EM-1 CubeSat Proposers, [2014] .
The authors have determined that the best option for the MarsCAT spacecraft is to launch piggyback on a major mission and remain stowed onboard until reaching Mars. They will jettison from the mission carrier at the edge of Mars' gravitational sphere of influence and use the RFT to achieve capture and Mars orbital insertion (MOI). Exhaustive trades revealed three compelling reasons that made the EM-1 opportunity (with release at Earth escape velocity) infeasible. First, even with the RFT propulsion system, the amount of propellant required for independent transit to Mars by each spacecraft, followed by MOI to a relevant science orbit, would be prohibitive given the constraints of a 6U form factor. Second, it was deemed that the risk of both spacecraft navigating a transit trajectory to Mars independently and reliably arriving within a reasonable time window for multipoint science observations was too high. Third, mitigating the risk of additional radiation exposure on an independent transit (without the shielding mass of a pod carrier) was infeasible within the available 6U mass constraint. For these reasons, MarsCAT proposes to launch with a major mission.
Figure 4: MarsCAT Concept of Operations
Each MarsCAT spacecraft is equipped with the PhaseFour RFT Thruster (RFT), a 3-axis attitude determination and control system capable of attitude solutions in interplanetary space and near Mars, and an embedded radio navigation system utilizing the navigation capabilities of the Mars Relay's CCSDS protocol. Upon ejection from the carrier spacecraft at Mars' gravitational sphere of influence (500,000 km altitude), the RFT performs a finite continuous maneuver to transition from MOI to a highly elliptical, stable orbit of 200 x 7000 km and 60° +/ 5° inclination. The MarsCAT orbits will lie in two planes, separated by approximately 15° in right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN)..
Each MarsCAT spacecraft carries a science payload consisting of several three-axis magnetometers, a Thermal Ion Analyzer, double-Langmuir probes, and a dual-frequency crosslink radio occultation experiment embedded within the spacecraft communication system. Communications with Earth will be over UHF via the Mars Relay Electra package on MAVEN and MRO. MarsCAT operations are planned for one year following Mars orbit insertion.
During the disposal phase, any remaining fuel will be used to raise the periareon as high as possible. This requires very little fuel because of the eccentricity of the orbit and changes of 100 km can be accomplished with only 
C. Launch & Mars Transit
Two launch and Mars transfer scenarios were analyzed: 1) Deploy from EM-1 and perform transfer maneuvers using the RFT; 2) Launch on a podcarrier riding wit a larger mission and deploy when nearing Mars and use RFT to slow for MOI. Analysis showed option 1 (launching on EM-1) would not be feasible to complete mission objectives; the Δv required from Earth escape velocity to Mars transfer would leave insufficient propellant to lower into an operational orbit. Starting from Earth escape (EM-1 release) and assuming a best-case scenario that the several 6Us were released in the ideal direction and no pointing adjustments were necessary, 3.38 km/s of Δv would be required for each spacecraft for trans-Mars injection. [A lower Δv of 2.98 km/s could be possible, however, this is only achieved by spreading the manoeuvre over multiple orbits of the sun, in essence becoming like a Hohmann transfer spread over many orbits. Each additional orbit adds >1 year to the voyage, and it would take many orbits to approach that best case Δv, which is not practical and very risky given both that there are several spacecraft involved and the extended exposure to the radiation environment.] Assuming 6 kg of iodine propellant (50% of the total mass) and an Isp of 690s, each spacecraft would have 4.78 km/s of Δv capacity, so that 1.40 km/s would then be left to capture into a Mars orbit. The calculations show that this is insufficient to achieve any orbit around Mars. At a minimum, about 1.8 km/s of Δv would be required to achieve a non-circular orbit around Mars, however, the capture orbit would be too highly eccentric, with an apoaerion near the edge of Mars' sphere of influence and very little time spent at low altitude for the science.
Based on these trades, the team concluded that the only feasible option to meet the science and end of life requirements was to go with option 2, and piggyback on a larger mission to a Mars transfer orbit and deploy when nearing Mars and use RFT to slow for MOI. The balance of this document assumes option 2 as an element of the concept of operations.
D. Science Instruments Overview
The structure and dynamics of the plasma and magnetic field environment around Mars is determined by interaction of solar wind and the Martian ionosphere and crustal magnetic field. Therefore, four instruments are needed to determine the local solar wind and Mars ionospheric properties and to address all of the science requirements: a magnetometer, two plasma experiments, and a remote sensing radio experiment. The investigators were selected based on their strong expertise and experience in instrumentation for space missions. The instruments share a common spacecraft bus interface, spacecraft DPU, and ground system operations.
Magnetometer
The Induction Magnetometer (iMAG) to be flown on the several MarsCAT spacecraft is a new magnetometer design, but derives heritage from a long line of space-qualified fluxgate magnetometers built by the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics at UCLA.
Important assets of the iMAG magnetometer are its inherent linearity (with nonlinearities significantly smaller than 1 part in 10 4 ) and the reliability and stability of the gains and offsets. This instrument, which is a completely different design from the traditional fluxgate magnetometer design, is inherently rad hard, low mass, low power and temperature insensitive. The electronics functional block diagram is shown in Figure 5 . There is no microprocessor in this simple design.
The iMAGS magnetometer continues the digitization and miniaturization path of the UCLA NASA ST5 and MMS fluxgate magnetometer designs. The current circuit design realizes significant reductions in power, mass and size. Additional mass savings have also been achieved by the use of extremely small sensors and the elimination of the boom and sensor boom cable. Figure 5 shows an engineering version of the iMAG sensor.
The current generation of fluxgate magnetometers being flown on missions such as ACE, Wind, Cluster II are too bulky (several kg) and power hungry (several W) to be flown on CubeSat class missions due to the ultra-constrained resource environment of micro-satellites. They are also too expensive. Even more modern small magnetometers, such as built for the NASA ST-5 and MMS missions are large compared to what is proposed here ( Table 2) .
To address the science requirements, our goal is to reduce the mass and power of DC magnetometers by an order of magnitude over those currently flown while approaching the precision, noise-level, linearity, and stability of past fluxgate magnetometers. An innovative approach enabled by low-cost magnetometers is the elimination of large booms, by placing multiple sensors in and on the bus in combination with a careful magnetic cleanliness program.
The UM new digital induction magnetometer takes advantage of mobile phone magnetometer sensor development to reduce the mass, power consumption, and increase the radiation tolerance of the fluxgate magnetometer. The instrument does not use an A/D converter making it much more radiation tolerant than traditional fluxgate magnetometer designs. The commercial magneto-inductive magnetometer from PNI will be used with custom built sensors to increase the sensitivity and a custom housing to provide thermal and radiation protection. In the new induction magnetometer, the magnetic field is measured by counting the time between flips of the magnetic induction of the circuit which is dependent on the strength of the applied DC field 66 . As seen in the functional diagram in Figure 5 left, the magnetometer is a LR circuit with a Schmitt Trigger for counting pulses.
In Figure 5 , H E is the external magnetic field parallel to the coil. The total field that the sensor experiences is due to the external field and the field generated by the circuit (H = kI +H E , where k is a property of the sensor, and I is the current through the circuit). The Schmitt trigger causes the current through the circuit to oscillate as the voltage bases a set "trigger" value. The time between oscillations or trigger flips is dependent on the strength of the external field and therefore the DC field can be measured by simply counting the number of flips or triggers.This design is inherently radiation tolerant due to the elimination of the need for any form of ADC. Power consumption and mass are lowered by a reduction in the number of amplifiers required, as well as the elimination of the ADC. In fact the entire three-axis magnetometer can be implemented on one 1 cm x 2 cm printed circuit board.
The size and mass of the new magnetometer instrument is extremely modest compared to traditional fluxgate magnetometers and the design significantly reduces the number of components in the overall analog circuitry. The prototype vector iMAGs magnetometer weighs less than 10 gm including the custom built sensors, but not including the housing.
One hidden cost of fluxgate magnetometers is the need for a boom. This need drives up mission complexity and adds significant mass due to meters of cabling and the boom itself. By driving down the resource needs and cost of the magnetometer, a new approach can be incorporated in MarsCAT that eliminates the need for a boom 67, 68 . This approach places several magnetometers inside and on the bus to be able to identify spacecraft magnetic signals in the data so that the external field can be recovered with processing and careful magnetic cleanliness and characterization prior to launch. With CubeSats (even 6U structures), testing the fully integrated system is possible within the UM magnetic testing facilities. Such a characterization and testing was done with the 3U RAX mission. The development and testing of the new sensor is on-going (performance testing, environmental testing -including radiation and thermal vacuum testing) and a high-altitude balloon flight is scheduled for May 2015. The system is being proposed to fly on Earth orbiting CubeSat missions years prior to the Mars 2020 launch to raise the TRL, provide heritage and reduce the risk on both the sensor and boom-less design.
Plasma Thermal Ion Analyser
An instrument to measure the major thermal ion constituent densities, temperature and velocity is patterned after successful such sensors that have flown in many earth orbiting missions. Of greatest relevance to the proposed concept is a dual function ion velocity meter (IVM) that measures both the ion temperature and the bulk ion drift vector and occupies a small volumetric envelope compatible with a CubeSat. The SORTIE mission, which is scheduled to launch in 2017, utilizes this technology in a low earth orbit CubeSat mission to be deployed from the Space Station. Figure 6 shows an isometric view of the sensor, which has an unrestricted view approximately along the satellite velocity vector. 
Figure 6. Thermal ion analyzer
It utilizes a square entrance aperture and a segmented collector, to measure the ion flux on each segment as a function of a retarding potential that is applied internally to a planar grid to control the energy of the ions that have access to the collector. The sensor aperture and internal electronics are electrically isolated from the spacecraft power system and the floating aperture potential provides an independent ground reference for the sensor potentials that is close to the plasma potential and independent of the spacecraft ground. In Mars orbit the ions flow supersonically into the sensor and the collector current measured as a function of retarding voltage may be fit to extract the ion temperature and the ion velocity along the sensor look direction. The major constituent ion densities are resolved by the mass dependence of the ram energy. The current distribution among the segmented collectors provides the arrival angle of the plasma with respect to the plasma look direction, thus permitting a derivation of the full plasma flow vector 69, 70 .
Langmuir Probe
Double-Langmuir probes (DLPs) measure the ambient ion density, ion flux, and electron temperature, and electron density 71, 72 . These probes are not to be confused with "double probes," which is a common term in the space physics community to refer to two boom-mounted probes for making DC-AC electric field measurements. Each probe of the DLP is biased with an AC voltage with respect to the other probe, so that ion or electron loss area problems are mitigated from normal single Langmuir probe problems onboard spacecraft. This means that the entire spacecraft body could be made of insulating material and the DLP would still function nominally. This advantage of DLPs is important for use on CubeSats, since the exposed conducting surface area can be somewhat small. For a single Langmuir probe to provide accurate results, the spacecraft conducting surface area needs to be sufficiently large as an ion loss area when the single Langmuir probe is biased to electron saturation so that the probe itself doesn't alter the ambient space plasma potential that is being measured. For atomic oxygen, this ratio of electron loss area at the probe tip to ion loss area at the spacecraft surface is ~200:1, and ~250:1 for NO + ,57,73 . The DLP however, is a floating system and electrically isolated from the spacecraft ground/skin. Ion and electron saturation currents that are drawn to the DLP probe tips are effectively drawn between each probe tip, and the electron saturation current drawn in one probe is limited by the ion saturation current drawn in the other probe. A voltage sweep is required for DLPs, as is a transimpedance (current to voltage) amplifier for measuring the current between the two probes of the DLP. The anticipated ion current collected by each probe is on the order of nA/cm 2 , well within the detection limits and signal to noise ratios for modern transimpedance amplifier designs.
DLPs have not been extensively used in the early decades of spaceflight owing to the low ion saturation current densities in orbit and the required current detection limits of the then existing electronics. The modern transimpedance amplifier circuits for this application are non-trivial, but are achievable within the form factor and power limitations of a CubeSat. Up until now, the majority of probes flown into space have been used to measure AC or DC electric fields, though the use of swept single Langmuir probes (SLPs) has been steadily growing 57, 74 . Until the advent of automatic gain control circuits, the single Langmuir probe analysis ignored the ion saturation current portion of the I-V trace, Fig. 7 . Photoemission from the spacecraft body is the other major complicating factor. In some cases, the photoemission current can be of a similar current density and can swamp the ion current, or it can lead to measurements of the electron temperature that are too high. The solution requires that the double probes be mounted on extension booms that are far enough away from the spacecraft body. The two probes also need to be separated by several/many Debye lengths from each other so that the ion sheaths do not overlap. However, in the relatively high plasma density regions of low Mars orbit, these issues can be mitigated with careful design. This may limit the effective measurement range of a CubeSat mounted double probe to the interior of the ionosphere.
Once an I-V characteristic is generated, the plasma parameters can be found from fitting a hyperbolic tangent function. Fig. 3 shows a representative I-V trace from a laboratory based "normal" single Langmuir probe, a), and a laboratory based DLP, b). DLPs are swept in voltage to find the current-voltage characteristic. The power and volume requirements will be similar to the Langmuir probes on DICE 75 . The probes will deploy on a pair of rigid booms in a "V" configuration to open the path between the probes. Plasms density can then be inferred from observation of the plasma frequency.
Dual-Frequency Crosslink Radio Occultation Experiment
Radio tomography of the Earth's ionosphere 76 has enabled near-global observations of the structure and dynamics of key ionospheric regions and processes. Radio tomography of the Earth's magnetosphere 77 has also been proposed to help place multipoint in situ observations into global context. MarsCAT will use its telemetry transceivers to measure electron column density data between the two spacecraft, indicative of kilometer-scale density structure. A 10 s data cadence will provide 1000s of ray-paths per orbit from a variety of viewing geometries including occultation geometries near Mars' periapsis.
The radio science technique of measuring the integrated column electron density (or Total Electron Content (TEC)) is accomplished by having a spacecraft transmit coherently phased pairs of radio frequencies to a receiver. The dispersion of the two frequencies through the Martian ionosphere separates their arrival time at the receiver. The differential delay between the two signals gives an accurate measure of the TEC. At Earth, this can be achieved using dual-frequency GPS signals. However at Mars, the experiment will use the telemetry transceivers on both MarsCAT spacecraft, each will transmit and receive simultaneously at 390 and 450 MHz, frequencies selected to maximize dispersion and reduce the time synchronization burden on the receiver oscillator and microprocessor while also remaining with the frequency band of the Mars Relay CCSDS protocol. The several spacecraft clocks will be synchronized using the microprocessor to align a pseudorandom code sequence, similar to how low-precision GPS receivers maintain accurate time.
Energetic Particle Detector
We will explore including low power hybrid pixel radiation imaging detectors from the CERN-based Medipix2 Collaboration 78,79 on MarsCAT during the concept study. These detectors can measure energy and arrival directions of electrons and ions from 3 keV to GeV energies.
Science Mission Profile
Once released from the carrier mission into a Mars transfer orbit and using its RFT engine with nominal parameters of 1.1 mN of thrust and approximately 6 kg of iodine propellant at 690 s of I sp , each CubeSat inserts into a highly elliptical Martian orbit to perform the science mission and finally raise the periapis for a stable disposal orbit. The orbit inclination is 60° +/ 5° to focus on the concentration of crustal magnetic fields in the southern hemisphere centered around 60 south latitude and 180 longitude. A science mission lifetime of 1 Earth year is planned.
Approaching Mars on an impulsive Hohmann trajectory via a larger carrier mission will give the spacecraft an . Figure 9 . ISS Medipix2 (Timepix) dosimeter intercept velocity of 2.67 km/s. While still far from Mars, the trajectory will be adjusted to insert into the desired inclination and periapsis at minimal Δv cost. The minimum Δv for Mars capture to an orbit of 200 x 500,000 km would be 2.40 km/s, costing 3.64 kg of propellant (assuming an initial wet mass of 12 kg). The periapsis altitude has a negligible effect on the Δv cost, it is lowering the apoapsis that is costly. This capture maneuver is a continuous burn over 4.7 months so as to be captured as quickly as possible. Once captured, the apoapsis is lowered to decrease the orbital period and increase the total time the spacecraft spends near periapsis, where the science mission is to be completed. The closest orbit achievable will be 200 x 7,000 km which will require an additional 2.3 months, a total of 7 months, and 2.33 kg of additional propellant for the 2.17 km/s maneuver. The science mission orbit has a period of 4.9 hours, though higher apoapsides would be acceptable if less propellant mass than expected is available.
A highly elliptical orbit offers great flexibility for the science mission. With small burns at apoapsis, the periapsis can be raised or lowered between 80 and 200 km at the cost of only a few 10s of m/s. This allows for deep dives and other altitude changes that could greatly improve the quality of the science product without significantly affecting the propellant budget.
Finally, after the science mission has been completed (nominally 1 Earth year or possibly after any further science extensions given that the spacecraft are still healthy), MarsCAT will transfer into a disposal orbit, raising the periapsis to 250 km. This orbit will be stable for 100 years using worst-case-scenario drag area and drag coefficients. The amount of propellant to be held in reserve beyond the science just for this purpose is TBD; however, preliminary analysis indicates that the mission periapsis seems very stable so the reserve amount of propellant needed to raise to the disposal orbit is on the order of 10s of grams. Full vector, absolute 1 -1000 nT, accuracy vector direction <10 % High-E particle Identify SEP events NA 4 sec energy spectra E. Flight System Capabilities 1. Structures Several identical 6U structures are to be custom built based on lightweight skeletonized structures designed for previous successful CubeSat mission at Texas A&M and the University of Michigan. Provision will be made for deployable solar arrays as well as two deployable booms for the Langmuir probes. The total allowable spacecraft mass will be 14 kg, the internal volume will be no greater than 7000 cc, the overall total dimensions will be no larger than 239.2 mm by 105.6 mm by 365 mm, and the spacecraft will be compatible with the Planetary Systems Corporation (PSC) Canisterized Satellite Dispenser TM .
Measurement Requirments Matrix
Telecommunications(COMM)
GNC and Data Transfer. The MarsCAT CubeSat will not have access to communication with Earth until ejection from the transporting spacecraft at roughly a distance of 500,000 km from Mars. At this point there are two options for guidance, navigation and control (GNC). One option is to communicate directly to Earth (DTE) using the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN). The other option is to communicate with the existing Mars orbiters (e.g., MAVEN or MRO).
Communicating DTE would be done using one of the DSN 34 meter dishes (e.g, the 34 meter beam-waveguide dish) at either S band or X band. Navigation (Doppler and ranging) would require a deep-space transponder. NASA JPL has developed the Iris CubeSat-compatible deep space transponder for INSPIRE, the first CubeSat to voyage to deep space. Iris is 0.4 U in size, 0.4 kg in mass, consumes 12.8 W, and interoperates with NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN) on X-Band frequencies (7.2 GHz uplink, 8.4 GHz downlink) for command, telemetry, and navigation 80 . We have assumed that IRIS will be supplied to MarsCAT as Government Furnished Equipment Furthermore, since the MarsCAT CubeSats will only have low-gain antennas (LGAs), the data rate using DTE communication will be limited to a few bps at this range, based on published Iris data 62 . This data rate will allow for limited GNC. It will not allow for data transfer from MarsCAT to Earth at a rate that is sufficient to accommodate the science experiments. Therefore, communication with the Mars orbiters is necessary even if the Iris transponder is incorporated into MarsCAT.
Communication with the existing Mars orbiters will be done via the UHF Electra system onboard the orbiters. The Electra system is a software defined transceiver radio system operating in the 390-450 MHz band that uses the CCSDS Proximity-1 protocol for communication. The capability to use the Electra system for GNC has already been demonstrated, though not for CubeSats. Therefore, this choice presents a low-moderate risk.
Link Budget and Data Transfer: Based on the bit error rate (BER) performance of Electra, a link budget analysis determines the communication data rate between the MarsCAT CubeSat and the Electra system on the orbiters. The results, based on published Electra data 81 , are shown in Table 4 . The link budget has assumed a full duplex mode (8.5 W transmit) using a UHF transmit CubeSat antenna with a gain of 6 dBi and a UHF low-gain nearly omnidirectional receive antenna (e.g., a quadrifilar helix) on the orbiter with a gain of 0 dBi. Three different BER were assumed. The range calculations for data rates at 8000 bps and above were based directly on the published Electra data while the range calculation for data rates below this were based on extrapolation, assuming that the data rate is proportional to the SNR. Table 4 also shows that early navigation using a data rate of a few bps can be established at a distance of about 500,000 km from the orbiters, which is the planned range for initial communication.
A moderate data rate (50 kbps) will require the CubeSat to be within approximately 3,000 km of a relay orbiter. This data rate will be used for relaying data back to Earth from the science experiments on the MarsCAT, once MarsCAT is close to Mars in final orbit. It is estimated that the amount of data that needs to be transmitted back to Earth from the science experiments is on the order of 100 MB per week. If we assume an average range of about 3,000 km during the communication link, the data transfer rate will be roughly 50 kbps (0.0061 MBs). It will thus take approximately 280 minutes to relay the data to the orbiter if the transfer is scheduled for once per week. If the data is transferred twice weekly, the data transfer time will be approximately 140 minutes.
The data transfer from the orbiter to Earth will be faster than that from MarsCAT to the orbiter. As an example, the MAVEN satellite transmits to Earth twice per week, for five-hour periods. The data transfer rate from MAVEN to Earth via the X-band high-gain antenna (2.1 meter dish) on MAVEN is approximately 550 kbps (0.0671 MBs). Thus, it will take approximately 25 minutes to download the stored data from MAVEN to the DSN each week. If the data is transferred twice weekly, the data transfer time will be approximately 13 minutes. MarsCAT Antennas. Each of the two 6U MarsCAT CubeSats will have a UHF antenna system onboard, which will be dual-use. The antenna system will be used for GNC and data transfer, and also for the total electron count (TEC) science experiment. The dual-use design using the same UHF bands is possible since the GNC/data transfer and the TEC experiment will not be done simultaneously. This allows for an optimum antenna system that makes the best possible use of the limited space resources on the CubeSat. Each antenna system will consist of two antennas, one on the front side of the CubeSat and one on the back side. This will allow the CubeSat to communicate with the orbiters or with the other CubeSat (for the TEC measurement) using whichever antenna has the highest received power, enabling reliable communications without having to reorient the CubeSat. This will also provide a redundancy, in case of a failure of one of the antennas. The antenna system will consist of a pair of planar dual-band UHF microstrip antennas covering the 390-405 MHz transmit and 435-450 MHz receive bands (used for both GNC and data transfer).
One of the novel aspects of the antennas is that they will be designed based on microstrip antenna technology, so that that the antennas will be planar and low profile, and can therefore be integrated directly onto the CubeSat frame, enhancing mission reliability and performance, as there will be no risk issues associated with mechanical antenna deployment. This is a significant risk factor when using conventional whip antennas on CubeSats.
At the University of Houston, the Small Satellite Laboratory recently, under NASA contract, began improving antenna design for CubeSats. Since the antenna is instrumental for communications, a failure of the antenna can have disastrous consequences for the CubeSat mission. Conventional whip antennas rely on a mechanical deployment mechanism, which is subject to jamming or breaking during deployment. One of the important goals of the SSL CubeSat research is to replace these off-the-shelf whip antennas with customized low-profile antennas that are integrated into the frame of the CubeSat body. The low-profile designs do not protrude from the CubeSat surface by more than 0.5 cm, and are mechanically durable. There are two options for the planar dual-band UHF antenna (subsolar and transparent), and these are described below. The best candidate will be selected after examining the performance (radiation pattern, impedance match, and bandwidth) and final weight of each option.
Subsolar Antennas: One type of planar low-profile antenna being developed is the subsolar antenna. This consists of a microstrip antenna that goes across the entire face of a 3U CubeSat. The upper face of the microstrip antenna is metal, so that the solar panels can be placed on top of the antenna without degrading the antenna performance 82 . The antenna radiates from its edges. The radiating edges of the microstrip antenna are aligned with the edges of the CubeSat, and hence are not blocked by the solar panels. Such antennas have been successfully developed at the UHF 434 MHz ISM band. Fabricated prototypes are shown in Fig. 11 . These designs will be extended to dual-band performance, to cover both the transmit and receive Electra bands.
The resulting antennas are low profile and integrated directly onto the CubeSat frame, giving much better reliability and compactness in the design that what can be obtained using conventional antennas that protrude from the CubeSat. This new approach to CubeSat antenna design is expected to greatly increase mission reliability.
Transparent Antennas. Transparent microstrip antennas have been developed at the SSL for operation at 2.4 GHz 83 . These antennas are fabricated from a meshed metal conductor (silver epoxy) that is deposited on the surface of a transparent quartz substrate. The meshed silver epoxy is used to construct both the microstrip patch antenna surface as well as the ground plane surface below the patch. Figure 11 shows one fabricated prototype.
These transparent antennas are designed to be placed on top of the solar panels on the CubeSat, so that they are functional without blocking a significant portion of the light from reaching the solar panels. A typical transparency is about 75%.
These designs will be extended to cover UHF Electra bands, allowing for both communication and navigation with the Electra system on the orbiters as well as the TEC experiment.
Using these antennas, there is a mild loss of gain due to the 25% blockage, corresponding to a loss of approximately 1.2 dB. However, there may be advantages to the transparent design in terms of the pattern or bandwidth. These antennas are not constrained to radiate only from the edges, as there is no concern about components being placed on top of the antenna, so the entire antenna surface can be used as the radiating surface, allowing for more flexible design.
A careful comparison between the two antenna types will be made to determine the best candidate for the MarCAT mission. This trade study includes a comparison of weight, reliability, radiation pattern, gain, impedance match and bandwidth.
Thermal and Radiation
The main thermal concerns are for the batteries and fuel in transit. Unsteady finite-element thermal modeling will be accomplished, and passive thermal control will be applied via judicious component placement, radiators, and thermal blankets. Once in Mars orbit, if active heating is required, simple patch heaters will be used.
At Mars, solar energetic protons (SEP) are the primary source of radiation. The on-board computer selected is rad-hardened (see Command & Data Handling, below). As well, various of the other components, many commercially available and CubeSat compatible, will be rad tolerant or hardened.
Electrical Power System (EPS)
Overview. The MarsCAT power system consists of a 7.2 V bus regulated to 5 V and 3.3 V supplies. Primary power comes from a deployable solar array coupled with body-mounted cells. 185 SpectroLab XTJ triple-junction solar cells with 29.5% beginning-of-life collection efficiency will be used. Solar arrays are sized for performance after three years in the vicinity of Mars. MarsCAT is launched fully charged to provide all of the necessary start-up power required to deploy the solar arrays and fire the RFT. Testing will confirm the batteries' ability to hold charge during Mars transit. In addition, the team will investigate the prospect of a power line through the PPOD for battery maintenance.
While MarsCAT is stowed, the power system is inhibited via two redundant separation switches contacting the rear of the deployer. Upon deployment the plunger switches are released, and the power system turns on the flight computer to begin its boot cycle.
Power Generation Degradation. Assuming cover-slide degradation at ~15% per 1e+16 1-MeV equivalent electrons (though at Mars, solar energetic protons (SEP) are the primary source of radiation), the CREME-96 short term (solar event) predicts an equivalent 1-MeV fluence of 6.64e+15 for one year at 1.5 AU, or approximately 10% degradation per year for solar events similar to the October 1989 event. The long term proton fluence given by the ESP-PSYCHIC model suggests degradation on the order of an additional 0.02% per year.
Battery Sizing. Battery packs will be built from eight 3.6 V Panasonic Li-ion batteries with specific energy density of 243 W hr kg-1. Two batteries will be in series with 4 sets in parallel.
Regulation and Control. The power board also provides fault protection that can be reset via the Command and Control board.
Power and Energy Budget. The power and energy budgets are shown in Figure 12 . 
Propulsion (RFT)
The MarsCAT spacecraft will be propelled using the Phase Four RF Thruster (RFT), which is an improved continuing development of the Michigan CubeSat Ambipolar Thruster (CAT). RFT is a permanent magnet helicon plasma thruster specifically designed for CubeSats. RFT will have an I sp of 690s and a thrust to power ratio of 73 mN/kW. Flight qualification demonstration tests have been manifested.
The MarsCAT mission will build off of the success of the upcoming RFT demonstration mission. With lessons learned the thruster will be improved to ensure mission success. The RFT demonstration mission will use xenon as a propellant but to achieve the necessary Δv for MarsCAT without taking up too much volume in the spacecraft iodine must be used. RFT's electrodeless design is uniquely positioned to utilize iodine, which stores as a solid, minimizing propellant volume. Iodine, however, has never been demonstrated as a propellant and the TRL of the propellant management system is quite low (~2). Since iodine propellant is an enabling technology for this mission, so part of the MarsCAT budget will be dedicated to developing a fully functional and flight ready iodine propellant management system.
Guidance & Navigation
The attitude determination and control system (ADCS) will be composed of two subsystems: the attitude estimation subsystem and the attitude control subsystem. ADCS comprises three reaction wheels (Sinclair Interplanetary RW3-0.06-28), two horizon sensors, one star tracker (Sinclair Interplanetary ST-16RT), photodiodes on the solar array for coarse sun sensing, and rate gyros all coupled with algorithms and small burns by RFT. An Accion Max-1 thruster system will be used to desaturate the wheels. Refinements on accuracy and knowledge estimates will occur once the award is in place, but it is apparent from our investigations thus far that CubeSat compatible systems are available to meet mission performance needs.
Sensor data will be fused together using a multiplicative extended Kalman filter (MEKF), a well know and robust attitude estimation algorithm. The MEKF will have various modes whereby different sensors will be used should some not be available or fail prematurely. The attitude estimate computed using the EKF will be passed to the attitude control system. A quaternion-based filtered PID+ control law will realize both coarse and fine pointing. Rather than using a constant gain PID control law, filtered PID control plus feedforward control given the desired spacecraft attitude will be used to realize faster slewing, reduce overshoot, and a faster settling time. Filtered PID+ control is a well established, robust, control technique.
Command & Data Handling (C&DH)
For mitigation of radiation effects, the on-board computer will be the Space Micro rad-hard Proton Based on the success and established framework of the AggieSat Lab at Texas A&M, the architecture for flight software will be distributed across different, multi-threaded processes. The processing workload will be split-up among the subsystems: C&DH, ADCS, COMM, EPS, and each of scientific payloads including RFT. Each process has its own defined hardware connections to different ports on the flight computer, and then communicates to each other.
The version control for flight code uses backups on a subversion server on a main Sun server with the AggieSat Lab at Texas A&M. Current working versions of the software are kept on the uncontrolled portion of the server. As for test plan, some milestones include automated system checkout routine (system health) and running through automated scripts in Day-In-Life-Testing
VII. Conclusion
The MarsCAT Mission is a proposed CubeSat mission to Mars, consisting of several 6U CubeSats equipped with on-board electric propulsion. The mission science goals are aimed at increasing understanding of the ionosphere of Mars, its structure and its dynamics. The mission engineering goals are to demonstrate that it is possible to operate CubeSats in Mars orbit.
